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Software Engineering Reviews and Audits provide the framework and detailed requirements for verifying software development efforts for software companies and institutions. Performing reviews and audits that are successful will ensure achievement in all specified requirements in software usability, test and released configuration baselines to customers. These reviews and audits will improve the individual and team efforts in maintaining a professional setting where software is developed for profit, cost reduction, and service quality improvement. This topic will not answer every question due to the fact that many questions are still being asked, but will provide the ideas and solutions to consider, for being successful in the software world. Performing quality engineering reviews and audits will provide the necessary feedback to companies and institutions on how they can improve their processes. The emphasis of these software disciplines are key roles for performing effective software engineering reviews and audits. The elements that should be understood are an understanding of defined plans for software development life-cycles and software quality evaluations performed.

There are times when ideas, suggestions, standards, and concepts are adopted to improve software management performance, software development, supplier deliveries, customer expectations, and the quality of those efforts. When it is time to perform software engineering reviews and audits, the following questions are asked:

- What are the requirements?
- Who needs to participate?
- What are the expected results?

Process models support the performance of software engineering reviews and audit activities. Many software technology institutes have told me that process models have nothing to do with performing these reviews and audits. Personally, the process model is beneficial for software auditors to utilize when it is time to conduct and perform scheduled software engineering reviews and audit activities.
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